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与趋势，介绍了 CAN 总线的规范、特点和 AVR 单片机控制技术及其在本系统中
的选用理由。 
本文简要介绍了轿厢呼梯控制器总体硬件结构，重点介绍了轿厢呼梯控制器






























With the development of society and economy, high-rise buildings and 
intellectualizing buildings have increased greatly in number. Being the main transporter 
within buildings, elevators have become an indispensable part of people's lives. Hence, 
there's an increasing demand in the intelligentization and the security in elevator control 
system. Developed from the relay control and micro-computer control, the field-bus 
control system has become inevitable trend of elevator control system. Compared with 
the other field-buses, CAN has gained broad recognition in industrial circles and has 
been widely applied in a broad range of areas.  
The paper mainly discusses the CAN-bus based elevator car caller controller. It 
can realize the communication of calling, inside choosing and displaying signal of the 
master control board, causing the number of system's control signal line to reduce 
sharply and strengthening the timely control of elevator movement. With the 
advantages embodied, it has broad prospect of application. 
Firstly, the paper reviews the history of development on elevator system and then 
analyses the current situation and trends of elevator control system technologies. And it 
also introduces the characteristics and norm of CAN-bus, as well as the control 
technology and the reason for selection in the system of AVR microprocessor. 
The paper briefly introduces the hardware architecture of the master control board 
of elevator control system, focusing on hardware exploit target and functional needs. 
Then it presents either the hardware circuit of or the detailed software design method of 
CPU and its minimum system module, voltage transition module, input acquisition , 
floor enrollment display module, relay control module, VIP module, voice prompt 
module and CAN communication module, etc. Using AT90CAN128 as the control core, 
and through the cooperation of each module, it realizes gathering and control of floor 
signal, partial elevator's control and status signal, carries on monitoring of elevator's 
bearing weight, control fans and the illumination change in the elevator, processes the 















display, VIP control and sound report. To ensure high reliability of the system, 
anti-jamming problem has been considered in the system, hence it also brings forward 
the introduction on the anti-jamming technology of SCM. 
Finally the paper gives the summary of the research and points out what needs 
further improving.  
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